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A Great Achievment
 
Dansk Kennel Klub (The Danish Kennel Club) is sending the war-
mest congratulations to the Broholmer Society on the occasion of the 
40th Anniversary of the Society. I have had the privilege of following 
the Broholmer breed closely since 1977 and it is impressive what 
the Society has created – based on almost nothing or at least on very 
little.

Stubbornness, persistence, many successes, and even more disap-
pointments, cynological knowledge, and enthusiasm characterize 
the development of the breed. Forty years is not a long time when 
talking about creating/recreating a breed of dog. However, this 
is what the Society has done and this achievement deserves deep 
respect.

Imagine that the only thing the Society had in the mid-1970’es was 
a sterile male and a female look a like – and then look at the breed 
today. It is almost incomprehensible.

A lot of people should be mentioned for their dedicated work with 
the breed but I will stick to mentioning two of the very early pio-
neers: Mrs Jytte Weiss and Mr Ole Staunskjær. Without Jytte’s unti-
ring work and Ole’s unique cynological skills, the Broholmer breed 
would never have reached today’s level.

There is still a lot of work to be done but I know that you are all 
aware of that.

The Danish Kennel Club (Dansk Kennel Klub) congratulates the Bro-
holmer Society with their 40th Anniversary – WELL DONE – and we 
wish all the best for the Society – and for our proud national breed: 
The Broholmer. 

Yours sincerely
 
Jørgen Hindse
Chairman  - Dansk Kennel Klub



The Broholmer Society
40th Anniversary
For many years, a story has been told – although never verified – but it 
seems credible: In 1974, Dansk Kennel Klub (DKK) had an international 
exhibition in Copenhagen. During the banquet after the exhibition the 
judges were discussing national breeds – and Danish breeds were in de-
mand. The Grand Danois/The Great Dane was mentioned but someone 
claimed that it might be German, and then the Broholmer was suggested.
All of a sudden, the Danish participants of this discussion realized that 
the Broholmer had not been seen around for a very long time. Some of 
the older participants said they had seen one and others thought that 
they had seen a dog similar to a Broholmer somewhere in the country.

Bjørn from Helsinge and Jeanne Weiss – 1974



The renowned Bjørn from Helsinge which is mentioned in the article 
lies here patiently in front of his handler, Jeanne Weiss, while the jud-
ges in the background are reaching the verdict: a real Broholmer!
The terrible truth – that a national cynological treasure might have 
disappeared in front of us – without our noticing it – was all of a sud-
den realized by Dansk Kennel Klub.

The first important reaction came from journalist Jytte Weiss who im-
mediately began to search for information about the Broholmer.
In May 1974, the magazine “HUNDEN” (The Dog) published her 
article “In search of the Broholmer” which created huge public interest. 
Jytte Weiss wrote articles for “HUNDEN”, newspapers, and magazi-
nes, describing and inquiring about Broholmer dogs, asking possible 
owners to contact Dansk Kennel Klub’s Committee for National and 
Forgotten Breeds. 

The period before the Broholmer Society
One of the first dogs the Committee was introduced to was an 11-year 
old yellow male, Bjørn, from Helsinge who unfortunately turned out 
to be sterile. Another one was Manne – a 7-year old black male from 

Asserbo – who had fathered a lot of unregistered offspring in the area.
After articles had been published in “Hundejournalen” (The Dog Jour-
nal), the Veterinarians Members Magazine, and with the help of Rit-
zau’s Bureau printed in newspapers all over the country, several hope-
ful dog owners came forward during 1975 to have their dogs examind 

Manne, examind in 1978



by the DKK judges Mr Ole Staunskjær and Mr Gerhard Refsgaard. 
Approx. 5-6 dogs were accepted and since they were declared mixed 
dogs of good types, the Committee started the proper reconstruction of 
the Broholmer.
Before the first litter was planned, 6 dogs were presented to the judges 
at the Roskilde Exhibition on 2-3 June 1976, and 5 of these dogs were 
declared suitable for breeding. DKK marked the start of the reconstruc-
tion work by having a medal manufactured with a Broholmer to be 
distributed to the exhibitors.

Two dogs from the above exhibition, a yellow male, C. Bastian, descen-
dant of Manne, and the yellow female, Muffe, were mated. Muffe 
was a “genuine Christiania dog”. From this litter, born October 22nd 
1976, 4 yellow puppies, 3 male and 1 female, could be categorized as 
“Broholmer-like” puppies. The puppies got a registration number in 
DKK; X-1 Bjørn, X-2 Dana, X-3 Sam, and X-4 Thor.

The X-numbers were a continuous numbering which existed until the 
breed was officially acknowledged by FCI and got an official pedigree 
from litter number 76 born on November 28th 1997. The Broholmer 
Society did, however, continue the chronological numbering by re-
placing X with Y. The Breeding Committee decided at an early stage 
that dogs which were to be part of the breeding had to be HD photo-
graphed – later on it became compulsory for all puppies in a litter to 
be photographed – both those of correct colours as well as those with 
other colours.

The medal handed out by DKK to mark the 
start of the reconstruction work



During the first 7 years, 4 different male were used with 6 female, 
resulting in 42 Broholmer-like puppies in 10 litters – an average of 4.2 
approved puppies per litter.
The few dogs for breeding caused at an early stage considerations of 
inbreeding with dogs of related breeds (Molosser) which are typical-
ly close to the Broholmer. One suggestion was the Turkish Anatolian 
Karabash representing an old type, and relation-wise far from the 
European dogs. The Committee did not support this suggestion. DKK 
then purchased a big puppy of the breed Spanish Mastiff which was 
stationed by us. After the puppy was HD photographed (E-hips), it 
was eliminated.

The Committee – headed by Jytte Weiss – had found a mixed litter in 
Holland, and two of the puppies came to Denmark. A male and a fema-
le, the result of a “mishap” between an English – and a Spanish Mastiff. 
The female, Sif, was approved for breeding and was mated with X-1 
Bjørn. A female from this litter called Kraka became part of the breeding. 
A litter from October 27th 1982 mating between X-1 Bjørn and Kraka 
provided 4 puppies.
In the period 1985-1989, one of the puppies – from the above litter X-31 
Grane – fathered 13 litters. And now the reconstruction was up and 

Grane X-31



going with new blood – a process with committed dog owners with 
the right pioneer spirit and with Ole Staunskjær as Chairman and Jytte 
Weiss being secretary for the Committee for National and Forgotten 
Breeds (known as “The Committee”). As part of DKK, the Committee 
supervised the breeding. The dog owners looked after their dogs and 
showed up when they were summoned.

In 1978, litter 2 was born. X-2 Dana was mated with the black Manne, 
and from a litter of 10 puppies, 4 were approved as Broholmer dogs 
with an X-number. There were 2 female, both black, X-5 and X-8, two 
male, a yellow and a black – Odin X-6 and Tor X-7.
When the year 1979 was coming up, the Society for Reconstruction of the 
Broholmer Breed had more than 50 members. All dog owners were mem-

Dana X-2, first litter on 03 August 1978 – Tor X-7



bers and the rest of the members were people interested in supporting 
the reconstruction – amongst others the owner of the estate of Bro-
holm, Birgitte Grice. They all shared the commitment and the pioneer 
spirit. Wanting to have a possible influence on the professional aspect 
was an increasing wish amongst the members and also the idea of 
taking some of the work off the shoulders of Jytte Weiss. The members 
had to be organized in a society  and so a general meeting was called – 
it took place on 20 April 1979 in D.c.H’s club house in Holbæk.

The first Board
A board was elected, consisting of 5 persons – 4 were elected amongst 
the members present and Jytte Weiss was elected as representative 
for DKK. The name chosen was The Society for Reconstruction of the 
Broholmer Breed – known as The Broholmer Society. The first rules 
were worked out and amongst the work areas of the Board were e.g. 
PR work, organize a membership magazine, collect historical materi-
al about the breed, suggest compensation for expenses in connection 
with official representation of the Society, budget proposal for 1980 – 
but nothing about the breeding.

In “Broholmeren” No. 1 1980, it is stated from the General Meeting: 
“The task of the Board is to handle the connection and the co-operation 
between DKK and our members according to the rules as agreed upon 
at the General Meeting”.

The first breeding work
The Broholmer Society had become an independent institution which 
was subordinate to the DKK Committee regarding breeding questions 
since the DKK Committee carried the responsibility for the breeding 
work. The Broholmer Society would be a supportive organ for the 
committee while the members took care the dogs.

The year 1979 provided good PR for the breed. In the catalogue for the 
DKK Exhibition in Brøndbyhallen on June 14-15 1979, the Broholmer 
was mentioned for the first time since 1910. Four dogs, X-1 Bjørn, X-2 
Dana, X-6 Odin, and X-7 Tor (sons of Dana) participated. Furthermore, 
Bjørn and Tor also participated in an obedience test as the first Brohol-
mer dogs ever. Tor and his handler won an excellent 1st prize.

In October 1979, 8 dogs were presented a second time and judged by 



Ole Staunskjær at the DKK premises. X-1 Bjørn and X-7 Tor received 
greatest attention that year in the month of November when they 
were presented in the big ring at the DKK Exhibition in Herning. A lot 
of people had come to Herning in order to specifically see those two 
Broholmer dogs.

No puppies were born in 1979; a single Broholmer-like female was 
judged in Herning – but she had to be presented a second time by the 
age of 2 years.

The PR work increased over the next few years. The Broholmer Society
had usually a manned stand at the DKK exhibitions where dogs were 
presented. Walks were organized as well as talks for the members and 
no opportunity was missed when it came to having something printed 
in the newspapers.

Leaflets were printed, reproductions of old photos with Broholmer 
dogs were made – see the photo from the presentation in Herning – 
and a plaque was made with Joachim – a dog approved for breeding. 
Unfortunately, he turned out to be sterile.

Bjørn X-1 og Tor X-7, Herning Bjørn X-1 and Tor 
X-7, Herning.



From 1980 to 1985, the number of Broholmer dogs increased and thus, 
in 1985, the first real show was held in Sorø with 30 dogs registered. 
The judge was Ole Staunskjær. The youngest dogs were 3 puppies 
born on October 8th 1984 and the oldest were 3 veterans from October 
22nd 1976. The winner was a young dog X-038 Gram – called Gjørn. 
The show was a success. The Board and many volunteers had done an 
excellent job and the number of sponsored presents was huge.

Shows and PR work
During the following 3 years, the shows all took place in Sealand since 
most of the dogs belonged there. In 1986 and 1987, the shows took 
place next to sporting facilities. In 1988, the Committee followed the 
Broholmer history and got permission to hold the show at Jægerspris 
Castle, the former home of King Frederik VII and Countess Danner. It 
was a success to show the Broholmer dogs in those historical surroun-
dings.

1989 became the biggest PR year so far for the Broholmer dogs when 
they were invited by DKK to participate in the World Exhibition in 
Brøndby on June 14-15.

TOR X-054, Brøndby – 1989



20 dogs were registered and they were judged by Ole Staunskjær. The 
winner was 4-year old male X-054 Tor. There was a huge interest in 
Denmark as well as abroad regarding the breed and the Society had 
many new members signing up.

Before that, the show of the year was held on June 3rd 1989 and for 
the first time outside of Sealand. It was held on the birth place of the 
breed, i.e. the estate of Broholm. Thirtyfive (35) dogs were registered, 
approx. 30% of all the Broholmer dogs, and for the first time most of 
the dogs belonged west of Storebælt. X-6 Odin was the oldest dog.

Winner of the first show at Broholm was X-038 Gram (Gjørn). Since 
2004, the annual show has been held at the estate of Broholm – the last 
two years as an exhibition.

The PR Committee was very active during the 1980’es and organized 
amongst others a PR exhibition in Handelsbanken at Kultorvet in 
Copenhagen where the stuffed dog “Tyrk” was shown for 3 weeks. In 
recognition of the hard work, the Broholmer Society received a Chal-
lenge Cup from Handelsbanken.

Gram X-038, Broholm – 1989 Handelsbanken, Kultorvet Copenhagen



There were stands and parades at the DKK exhibitions. Occasionally, 
there were parades with Broholmer dogs and their owners where the 
latter had dressed in clothes characteristic of the 1800-period and some-
times even ”Frederik VII and countess Danner” were in the parade.

Participation at various carboort sales and markets; video films from 
Jægerspris Castle, talks about Broholmer dogs by external lectu-
rers and walks. The list of Broholmer articles for sale comprised a.o. 
streamers, stickers, posters, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jogging clothes, caps, 
bags, hand-painted mugs and as already mentioned a hand-painted 
plaque. Later on, a plaque with X-52 Frøy was introduced. There were 
also reproductions of old dog photos.

The magazine committee made sure that all information and stories 
were passed on to the members.

In 1987, some of the members initiated a DKK character test of their 
Broholmer dogs. It started with an evening talk on September 9th 1987, 
followed by a practical test on a track near Hillerød on September 20th 
1987. The character test was the forerunner of today’s mental descrip-
tion. The point being that it was no use to reconstruct such a big dog 
without being aware of its mentality.
By the end of 1989, 124 dogs had been born – the Broholmer Society 
had 330 members and reconstruction work had a sound foundation for 
the next decade.

The social aspect
Socially, many members in “Kreds 1” will probably remember our 
New Year gatherings, walking the dogs in various woods of Sealand. 
Those gatherings always ended with a dinner in facilities owned 
by Arne Roth. At one time, 100 people with 45-50 dogs participa-
ted. When the Roth family moved, the New Year gathering moved 
to Auderød near Frederiksværk – same dinner – but now hosted by 
Jeanet and Kaj. As of 1989, the show of the year as well as the General 
Meeting was held every other year east and west of Storebælt so that no 
member had to cross over Storebælt twice a year in order to participate.

Shows and continued PR work
The Broholmer Society has always been treated most kindly by the 
owners of castles and estates when asking for land and facilities for the 



show of the year. Several Danish estates have been used for the show. 
The first 6-7 shows had male as winners. However, at the beginning of 
the 1990’es, this dominance was broken by a beautiful female, X-127 
Fenja III. She won Handelsbanken’s Challenge Cup for good. The last 
shows before the Anniversary Show had almost 100 dogs signed up. 
The Anniversary Show in 1999 at the riding ground of Christiansborg 
Castle had more than 100 dogs signed up; the judge was Bo Lasthein 
Andersen. The winner was X-201 Mjølner.

In 2004, the Broholmer Society was invited to Broholm for the very 
first Contest for the Danish Championship (DM) in Horse Dressage. 
The Society had an information stand and members paraded with their 
Broholmer dogs. The year 2011 became the big PR year at the estate of 
Broholm. The week before DM in dressage, a European Championship 
in dressage, (EM) was held for Juniors and Young Riders. At this event, 
dogs and stand were visited by many people and photographs were 
taken by participants from 18 countries.

The Broholmer Society was very active. You could not find a cattle show 
at the island of Funen or in Jutland without participation of Broholmer 
dogs. However, it had been decided not to participate in the cattle show 
in Roskilde since the lowest price for a small stand was DKK 6,000. In 
1995, the Museum ”Andelslandsbyen Nyvang” near Holbæk invited the 
old Danish breeds: Dansk/Svensk Gårdhund (Danish/Swedish Farm-
dog), Dansk Spids (Danish Spitz), Hertha Pointer (Hertha Pointer), and 
Broholmeren (Broholmer Dog) to come and show the dogs at Nyvang. 

Jytte Weiss and Mjølner X-201 – 1999.



“Kreds 1” took the opportunity to organize a mini-show in the beauti-
ful surroundings. Thirty (30) Broholmer dogs showed up on Sunday  
September 17th and were judged by Category 2 judge Bilde Hansen.
There were prizes/sponsored gifts for all the dogs due to the attention 
of the media. The winner was X-194 Helge. The exhibitions at Nyvang 
continued until 2016. 

1994 also presented an opening to the Broholmer Committee (Brohol-
merudvalget) when a member of the Broholmer Society Health Com-
mittee, Bente Johansen, joined Broholmerudvalget. In 1995, Broholmer-
udvalget got another 2 new members – and this year Ole Staunskjær 
also decided to leave Broholmerudvalget. He continued as exterior 
judge until 1997 where Bo Lasthein took over. Parallel with the HD 
photographs, a mandatory AD photograph was introduced.

In 1997, owners of Broholmer dogs approved for breeding were offe-
red to buy a DKK pedigree which would allow them to participate in 
official DKK exhibitions. A lot of owners accepted this offer. The first 
opportunity was the DKK 100-year Anniversary Exhibition and there-
after the International Exhibition in Hillerød.
On March 29th, X-144 Dana gave birth to 9 puppies, 5 yellow and 4 

Broholmer dogs at DM in Horse Dressage – Broholm 2008



black. It was the first black puppies since May 1981. The father was 
the black male, Oscar, who had been found after searching all over the 
country. The Broholmer Committee found him suited for breeding and 
he was registered as X-393. Oscar was in fact 3rd generation after X-7 

Ole Staunskjær – exterior judgement           Bo Lasthein – Show of 1992

Oscar/Dana X-144 puppies



Tor – however, mixed with a bit of Grand Danois. Up until January 1st 
1998, the Broholmer Society had registered 444 dogs since X-1 in 1976 – 
with a total of 890 members.

The formal conclusion of the recreation
A milestone was reached on January 1st 1998. The breed had been 
acknowledged by FCI with Standard 315. The Broholmer Society was 
now a breed club under DKK, and the Breeding Committee was in 
charge of planning the breeding. Twenty years of work had proven 
successful.

The first challenge for the Broholmer Society was the introduction of a 
mandatory mental description. This did not take place without a strong 
resistance from the Committee but DKK did give us permission to carry 
out this important element of our breeding planning. When the right 
profile was in place, a Mental Committee was established and the Bro-
holmer Society had 2 members trained to do the mental descriptions.

As the next step, an electronic identification of the puppies had to be 
introduced instead of tattooing. Electronic identification and registrati-
on was the future. The proposer knew from his international work that 
the EU would introduce electronic identification and registration of all 
domestic animals within a few years.
 
The first Broholmer dogs to go abroad
Now the breeders were allowed to sell their dogs abroad and the 
puppies were in high demand. In order to keep as much breeding 
material in Denmark as possible, it was stated that max. 10% of a litter 
could be sold abroad. In Spring 1999, 8-month old Y-468 Loke moved 
to Norway. In 2000, Y-603 Vidar (Gunnar) went to Holland. Then came 
selling to Germany, Belgium, Finland, and Poland. Magda and Tomasz 
Stefanska from Poland were inveterate participants at various exhibiti-
on and, thus, Y-854 Prima became well known all over Central Europe.

At the World Exhibition in Amsterdam 2002, the first 2 Broholmer dogs 
were judged by Jørgen Hindse. 

Foreign owners of Broholmer dogs were members of the Broholmer 
Society in Denmark. They followed the Danish breeding rules and 
came to exterior examinations and mental descriptions in Denmark. 



Later on, Broholmer societies were established in Finland and Ger-
many. In Germany, they still follow the Danish rules for the breeding 
work. Recently, a Broholmer society has been established in Italy.

In order to keep up with serving the increasing number of dogs and 
their owners, the number of Board members was increased from 5 to 7, 
and they were all very busy. A lot of litters were born – in 2002 it was 
14 litters, and the number of members increased. The last puppy born 
in 2008 was registered as Y-1404. By end of 2008, the number of mem-
bers was more than 700.

In April 2008, Broholmer-Deutschland organized the first exteriorexa-
mination in Lachendorf near Celle with Bo Lasthein as judge. In 2009, 
they also had the first mental description here carried out by Danes 
and according to Danish rules.

The pre-paid deposit for HD/AD photographs was increased to also 
comprise pre-payment of mental- and exterior descriptions.

The Society – a Breeding Club under DKK
The year 2015 was an epoch-making year for the Broholmer Society. 
DKK decided that the breeding of Broholmer dogs should be equal 
with the breeding of other dogs. This meant that the Society no lon-
ger had the final influence on the breeding. The Broholmer Society 
had to adapt from being a Society trying to reconstruct a breed of dog 
to being a Breeding Club for owners of Broholmer dogs and people 
interested in this breed. This is mostly done by communication bet-
ween members and the Board of the Society and by organizing vari-
ous events for the members. In 2015, the last copy of the membership 
magazine “Broholmeren” was issued. All communication should 
now be electronic and take place via the web site and Facebook. The 
members all embraced the electronic media. Who has not seen “Two 
dogs dining” on YouTube – now seen more than 32 million times! The 
Broholmer dog Sia eating together with the Labrador Nono.

In 2018, we brought our rules up-to-date so that they reflect our new 
tasks as a special division.

Does our new status mean that the Broholmer dog is no longer being 
reconstructed? No, fortunately, DKK has realized that this is not the case. 



Due to our dog material – the relatively small genetic variation – pro-
fessional advice regarding the breeding is still necessary. Also, a con-
stant checking of the breed through all relevant statistics is the basis for 
this advice. These two things – advice on breeding and statistics regar-
ding the breed – make heavy demands on our Breeding Committee.

As a consequence of DKK understanding the situation for our breed, 
they have established a Broholmer Committee to follow the breed clo-
sely. During meetings with the Broholmer Society, the breeding stati-
stics are presented and used as arguments for improvements.

The Broholmer Society enters this Anniversary Year with more than 
500 members, and with Y-3100 as the latest registered puppy. The futu-
re looks bright.

With all the good work and intentions, the future of the Broholmer dog 
should be in good hands.

May the work of the first 40 years prove not to be in vain!

Since the first weak start in 1974, the Broholmer project has been dri-
ven by a large number of very dedicated people. Most of them were 
owners of Broholmer dogs; a few were breeders. Fortunately, many of 
them took part in the organizational work which is necessary for all so-
cieties. It was “lending a hand” where necessary, being part of various 
committees, and last but not least taking part in the work of the Board. 
Since owners of Broholmer dogs – as mentioned – always have been 
very dedicated – some with more interest in their own dog, others with 
more interest in the breed – the basis for profound disagreements has 
always been present.

Short time or long time – all these people have contributed to our 
having the Broholmer dog amongst us today.
And, once again, we would like to emphasize the contribution of one 
person, namely Jytte Weiss. Without her dedicated, skilled, and unti-
ring work we are convinced that we would not have the Broholmer 
dog here today.

Merete and Torben Elmedal



Black puppy 2008

Broholm BIR / BIM



Asgårdbøern Rimke Y-1087 with 14 puppies, 2008

C-Bastian, Dana X-2, Bjørn X-1 and Joachim. Spring 1977



Show at Broholm

The litter from Dana X-2 and Tor X-7, 1983



ytte Weiss with Odin X-6 and Fylla X-039


